Campus Celebrates Men's Day

The high development of three-personality traits were last Sunday described as being important to the success of man.

The speaker was L. C. Dowdy, dean of the School of Education and General Studies at the College, who gave the main address, at the Annual Christmas Concert.

Dean Dowdy drew a sharp contrast between false and genuine enlightenment and condemned those who believed "you know more important than what you know" and "it's not what you do, but how you do it." He warned his audience that these beliefs could lead only to failure and disappointment.

The speaker was introduced by Reverend V. Horne, president of the YMCA. Others appearing included: Earl Holden, William B. Gresh, Eugene Preston, Jr., Paul W. Haynes, and Arthur Edrum, the latter presenting "Bible Delaney," the official female representative of the "T" for the current year.

The A&T College Male Chorus sang three numbers to round out the program.

"Let's finish the Job" will be the slogan for the 1957 March of Dimes Campaign, announced by Howard M. Rivers, director of the March of Dimes, at the annual Christmas Concert.

The A&T College Choir to be presented next weekend.

The choir will feature Christmas Oratorio in Holiday Concert

The "Christmas Oratorio," by Saint Saen, will be featured in the annual Christmas Concert of the A&T College Choir to be presented next weekend.

The 60-voice group, under the baton of Howard Peatross, will sing two performances, the first on Saturday evening at 8:00 P.M. and the next on Sunday afternoon, 6:00 P.M., December 18 and 19, respectively.

Both programs are scheduled for the auditorium, and an audience of 3,000 persons is expected.

The featured number will consist approximately 45 minutes and the balance of the one-hour program will be sung in the framing of the more popular ones.

Two promising young soloists have been selected for the program, including: Ernest Moore, tenor, Paris; and Otis Robinson, basso of Rocky Mount.

Thought For The Month

Remember that a smile will reflect your happiness and brighten the day for others.

A kind word will help solve the problem of those around you.

A good deed will show your interest in the welfare of others.
Dear Editor,

I believe that a college should be a place in which students can find a home-like atmosphere, a place of higher education, social adjustment, and cultural development.

A college should be a home to its students. This would keep the students, especially those that are away from home, from feeling homesick. There should be more social entertainment so that students can share in this concern. The members of the college are important, not as a part of a great constituent, but as a part of a great network dedicated to protect and preserve the rights and liberties of American students.

Finally, there should be more cultural development. This would make the students well-rounded individuals. To help this development, colleges should provide more cultural, recreational, and social activities.

Yours truly,

John Glover

HANDBOOK DISCUSSION

Dear Editor,

I would like to begin with the discussion of the college's handbook. The handbook is an excellent piece of literature which has been eagerly published by the student and faculty committees.

Yours truly,

John Glover

Autos—Our Mechanized Killer

Last year, 38,000 Americans were killed and 1,500,000 were injured on our highways. At the rate we are going so far this year, 42,000 will be killed in traffic accidents.

Many students during the first five months of 1956. This is an increase of 9 percent over the same period for 1955. The number of fatalities per 100 drivers in motor vehicle fatal accidents was 1.3.

The students during the first five months of 1956. This is an increase of 9 percent over the same period for 1955. The number of fatalities per 100 drivers in motor vehicle fatal accidents was 1.3.

The handbook is an excellent piece of literature which has been eagerly published by the student and faculty committees.

Yours truly,

John Glover
Students from the universities and colleges of North Carolina voted to repeal the Pearsall Plan—a resolution passed by the people of North Carolina in early September. The resolution was passed by an overwhelming majority in the Senate and the House of Representatives. The resolution was introduced jointly by the University of North Carolina and A&T College. Senator William D. Mascot, president of the Senate and a representative of the 1st District of the State, introduced the resolution in the Senate and Representative Samuel T. Tucker, president of the Kappa Phi Kappa Forensic Society, introduced the resolution in the House. Secretary of the Student Body, introduced the resolution in the House. The resolution created quite an argument among those constituent.

Whereas, a permanent feature of our way of life is the freedom of opportunity equally in the Central sense of the word; and

Whereas, for any people or any person to deny themselves or others their inherent factors in the freedom of opportunity is a breach of constitutional right and is therefore demoralizing to the student and the American way of life; and

Whereas, the expenditures of public funds for private gain is contrary to the spirit of democracy; and

Whereas, limitation of relatively few education endangers the economic, political, and intellectual sovereignty of any group or body; and

Therefore, the constitution of the non-sovereign and great state of North Carolina has within it classes which provide not only for the mentioned expenditures, but also for the means of abolition of public education; and

Whereas, any group of national being, such as a non-assembled within these honored halls, just consider these classes emotionally and morally wrong, contrary to the principles set forth in the United

of States Constitution, to the principles of human rights, and only confirms to the best within us.

The State Student Legislature is designed to give the students enrolled in the universities and colleges of North Carolina an opportunity to legislate on matters pertinent to local, national, and international affairs. The legislature is a mock one, therefore the bills and resolutions passed have little significance, however copies are sent to the legislative body for review.

At the close of the assembly Austin D. Lewis, was elected a secretary of the Interim Council to serve during the next assembly of the legislature which is to commence at the Capitol in Raleigh, North Carolina in November, 1957. The legislature has created new sessions and as a result of the states expressed by both the administration and students. Dr. Gibbs has given the go ahead signal to start a mock legislature on the campus. Persons desiring to become members are asked to meet the secretary Thursday night in January in auditorium of Hodgin Hall. Samuel L. Tucker will act as Speaker of this organization until one is elected.
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PROBATES

TAKE TIME OUT FOR

All Smiles

The smiling faces of these Greek organizations probates would seem to indicate that they really enjoyed "Hell Week".

Pictured here are the probates caught in the final stages of their march to Noble Greekdom. Above left are the probates ("Worms") of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. Above right "Scums" the potential Deltas. Shown on the center left are the "Dogs" of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, dressed in the formal attire, representing the "night of crossing." The "Barbarians" of the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority are located at the lower left. Marching with the AKAs during a joint presentation were the Alpha Phi Alpha "Dogs", found at the bottom right.

...REMINISCENT SNAP SHOTS

Clothing In The College Manner...

SPORTCOATS  CAPS
SUITs  TOPCOATS
SLACKS  SHOES
SWEATERS  TIES
SPORT SHIRTS

Vanstory Clothing Company
105 N. ELM STREET
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WRITERS

PROOFREADERS

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY

J. Paul Sheedy* Was A Scaredy Cat Till
Wildroot Cream-Oil Gave Him Confidence

Poor J. Paul was too scared to ask for a date—he just lacked confidence because of his messy hair. One day his roommate said: "Sheedy, get Wildroot Cream-Oil. It'll keep your hair handsome and healthy looking, and I ain't lying." So J. Paul put the bite on him for some money and pussyfooted down to the store for a bottle. Now he's the pride of the campus, mainly because his hair looks so good—not greasy. Wildroot has no alcohol to dry your hair, instead it contains Lanolin, Nature's finest hair and scalp conditioner. So be cagey, try a bottle or handy tube of Wildroot Cream-Oil yourself. It's guaranteed to make you a roaring success on campus.

*of 133 So. Harris Hill Rd., Williamsville, N. Y.
Mrs. Goldsmith Says...

Now that we have come to the end of the first quarter, our ambitions and ambitions are materializing.

To those who have not done as well as they should have, a determination to do better should be their motto. To those who have done excellent work, the school and your parents are proud of you. And don't let us forget, to those who are graduating, we wait to express our congratulations with sincere wishes for your success in your chosen field.

Now that we are approaching the winter quarter, let us ask God's guidance in the extent that we perform more efficiently than ever. We are grateful to our Maker every day, but let us remember Him every morning by attending worship services on Sundays. One of our great writers has said (Tennyson) "There are more things wrought by prayer than the world has ever dreamed of." May we always do our best, because time wasted and abused can never be regained.

Mrs. Christmas From the Register Staff

Curtis Hall Welcomes Mrs. Mabel S. Rhodes

We, the members of Curtis Hall, wish to welcome our new dormitory director, Mrs. Mabel Sivage Rhodes who is originally from Rocky Mount, North Carolina and a graduate of Shaw University in Raleigh, North Carolina. She was also house director at Hampden Institute in Virginia. Mrs. Rhodes has brought to us many new ideas which we have entered very much. The residents of Curtis Hall met and elected dormitory officers. They are as follows: President Ida Massey, Vice President Catherine Severn, Secretary Lilyan Burnsbury, Assistant Secretary Mary Luster, Treasurer Delode Vosburg, Reporter Abbe Wallace.

We wish to extend congratulations and best wishes to the following girls who made Greekdom in the following organizations: Alpha Kappa Alpha, Zeta Phi Beta, Omega Psi Phi, Phi Beta Sigma.

Sorority Probates come from School of Nursing

All of you noticed the probates who were on line just a few weeks ago. But do you know that the large percentage of all sorority probates come from the nursing school? This year these girls were selected as representation in all of the social organizations on campus.

The Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority was represented by Vivian Alexander, Delta Sigma Theta, Beta Phi Beta. I am sure thatDelta Sigma Theta, Beta Phi Beta would be very proud of their probationers, especially Miss Vivian Alexander, who made the grade.

With the new probationers came from School of Nursing: Vonnie Gillett, Alpha Kappa Alpha; and Doris Holmes, Mary Blount and Vivian Alexander, Delta Sigma Theta, Beta Phi Beta. These girls who made Greekdom in the nursing school? Besides that there was representation from School of Agriculture and the School of Nursing.
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FORTUNIGHTLY "MELT" MESSAGE
BY MILTON L. MARTIN

WHAT IN JAZZ? The French call it "LE JAZZ HOT." If you want a
hot argument, just ask two or more real jazz enthusiasts to define it for
you.

Years truly has had so many controversies been confronted with the problem
of attempting to define a definition of jazz. Never has there been a
definition of jazz that has been given was a suitable one. A definition
of jazz is the fact that during the 50 years that jazz has been before the
public all the men, women and jazz worlds have failed collectively to
produce a definition.

In order to give a definition of jazz that may cover every phase of
the jazz world, it should be stated that the definition should anticipate the
jazz products of the future.

With this in mind, this column published the following definition:

"Jazz (jaz) noun. Negro term for syncopated music of rag-time played discordantly on various instru-
ments to build excitement.

Tent, a medium.

This is in effect the definition that is proposed by the Fortnightly "MELT" Message
of Milton L. Martin.

TEACHERS SHOULD TEACH

C. D. FUNNIE

Recent investigations into the "function of integrated" in the Washington, D.C. school system
have been made to illustrate the need for increased opportunities for Negro students and teachers
to function in the schools. Negro students have been more "in their element" in the high school and
college years, while Negro teachers have been more "in their element" in the high school and
college years. The fact that Negro students have been more "in their element" in the high school and
college years, while Negro teachers have been more "in their element" in the high school and
college years, must be considered.

The author can visualize with the future pupil of integrated education taking place in North
Carolina within the near future, but not being used with reservation.

The activity of students with the activities of the Negro pupils should be incorporation into the delegation.

The author's main purpose for being here is to prepare Negro students and students of all races for being here.

The author can not see Negro students and students of all races suffering this way. The author
began his work by preparing Negro students and students of all races for being here.

At Quarters End...

Twenty-Seniors Expect to Receive B. S. Degrees at Technical Institute Graduates 16

Twenty-Seniors expect to receive the Bachelor of Science Degrees and sixteen members of the Technical Institute expect to receive certificates upon their completion of work for the Fall Quarter ending December 6, according to a list re-

FOR THE MAN-ABOUT-THE-CAMPUS

Our fine imported trench coat is truly authentic in skillful cut... its details—
Our

This is the coat to go places with great pride "They have gained
improvement, and show cause why integration

The Technical Institute has Care-

the Register

December 1, 1956

On Grits and Grap

Almost every student who passed through the cafeteria area Thursday evening received his groatly welcome remark, that the ac-

nurses, the Fortnightly Club and the Women's New Dormitory to discuss questions of William Faulkner,

A discussion on this personality opened and many comments were voiced by students toward the Negro. His

his college grades are as high as his weight and the plate painting all red to white.

On a certain ability could appreciate the affect obtained by spec-

red grapes in white grapes, however, the job of picking out grapes for
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